Introduction {#s1}
============

Schizophrenia is a severe global health problem,^[@CIT0001]^ with over half of patients experiencing auditory verbal hallucinations (AVHs).^[@CIT0002],[@CIT0003]^ Hallucinations remain a major treatment challenge and often produce high levels of distress, functional disability, and, in rare cases, violent acts including suicide.^[@CIT0004]^ A better understanding of the neural correlates differentiating patients experiencing AVHs from patients not experiencing AVHs and healthy controls (HCs) may lead to better treatment strategies for AVHs.

A growing consensus exists that disturbances in functional connectivity play an important role in the pathophysiology of schizophrenia.^[@CIT0010],[@CIT0011]^ Emerging studies have begun to investigate these disturbances in patients with AVHs.^[@CIT0012],[@CIT0013]^ Primarily using a priori defined regions of interest or "seeds," these studies have reported a complex range of altered connectivity for patients with AVHs compared with either patients without AVHs or HCs. Regions in auditory/language processing networks (including Heschl's gyrus, inferior frontal gyrus, Wernicke's area, and right hemisphere homologs) are common targets with elevated connectivity frequently reported.^[@CIT0014]^ Additionally, increased connectivity in the language processing network has been reported using components of interest generated from independent component analysis (ICA).^[@CIT0019]^ Finally, several studies have reported altered connectivity in regions of default mode network (DMN) including the temporoparietal junction (TPJ) and posterior cingulate (PCC) using either seed-based^[@CIT0020],[@CIT0021]^ or ICA-based^[@CIT0019],[@CIT0022]^ methods. Nevertheless, the precise nature of these disturbances in schizophrenia and AVHs remains poorly understood.^[@CIT0023]^

These earlier studies have examined connectivity in reference to specific seeds or components requiring a priori knowledge to select the regions or components of interest. An alternative strategy is to use data-driven, voxel-based methods that examine each voxel's connectivity to every other voxel in the brain. A potential advantage of such methods is that they are not constrained to a particular region or component and may lead to a more complete picture of the connectivity disturbances associated with AVHs. These methods have been successfully used to explore altered connectivity in a range of disorders including preterm birth,^[@CIT0024],[@CIT0025]^ AVHs in nonpsychotic individuals,^[@CIT0026]^ obsessive compulsive disorder,^[@CIT0027]^ and autism,^[@CIT0028]^ but not AVHs in individuals with schizophrenia.

The objective of this study is to more precisely characterize sites of altered functional connectivity associated with AVHs in patients with schizophrenia using data-driven, voxel-based methods. Whole-brain connectivity is investigated using the intrinsic connectivity distribution (ICD)^[@CIT0029]^ and cerebral lateralization of connectivity is characterized using cross-hemisphere ICD (chICD)^[@CIT0024]^ in patients with AVHs, patients without AVHs, and HCs. ICD summarizes a voxel's connectivity to the rest of the brain using a Weibull distribution, avoiding the need of arbitrary thresholds and assumptions of Gaussian distributions of previous methods.^[@CIT0025]^ ChICD is similar to ICD but separates the contribution of each hemisphere to interrogate connectivity laterality. Given the role of language in the generation of AVHs, the lateralization of language in the brain, and the reported altered connectivity between language homologs associated with AVHs,^[@CIT0015]^ we hypothesized that chICD would offer insights about AVHs complementary to ICD. Correlation between ICD and chICD and dimensions of hallucination experience were computed. Finally, seed connectivity maps were generated from regions of group differences to investigate which connections contributed to these observed differences. Together, these results provide evidence supporting a potential AVH network and that altered connectivity in schizophrenia is associated with AVHs.

Methods and Materials {#s2}
=====================

All study procedures were approved by the Human Investigation Committee of the Yale University School of Medicine. All participants provided written, informed consent.

Participants {#s3}
------------

Patients met DSM-IV criteria for schizophrenia or schizoaffective disorder based on the Structured Clinical Interview for DSM-IV Axis I Disorders (SCID--I).^[@CIT0030]^ HCs without psychiatric history per assessment with the SCID--NP were enrolled. Participants were between 18 and 55 years old, and were excluded if they had a neurological disorder, current substance abuse, estimated intelligence quotient \<80, or were left-handed. In total, 46 patients and 20 HCs were used for analysis. Patients with AVHs (AVHs+) were defined as patients experiencing AVHs at least once daily. Patients without AVHs (AVHs−) were defined as patients not experiencing AVHs within the prior 5 years. Patients experiencing AVHs in the past 5 years, but not daily were not enrolled. AVH status was determined through the SCID. All patients were taking antipsychotic medications. In order to assess effects of antipsychotic medication, chlorpromazine equivalent dosages were calculated for second- and first-generation antipsychotic drugs.^[@CIT0031]^

Connectivity Preprocessing {#s4}
--------------------------

Each participant underwent at least 6 runs within a single scanning session, each lasting 4 minutes, 6 seconds. Images were slice-time and motion corrected using SPM8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk>). Images were iteratively smoothed until the smoothness for any image had a full width half maximum of approximately 6 mm.^[@CIT0034]^ This iterative smoothing has been shown to minimize motion confounds associated with resting-state fMRI.^[@CIT0035]^ All further analysis was performed using BioImage Suite^[@CIT0036]^ unless otherwise specified. Several covariates of no interest were regressed from the data including linear and quadratic drift, a 24-parameter model of motion,^[@CIT0037]^ mean cerebral--spinal fluid signal, mean white matter signal, and mean global signal. The data were temporally smoothed with a zero mean unit variance Gaussian filter (cutoff frequency = 0.12 Hz). A gray matter mask was applied to the data. Each run was independently preprocessed and variance normalized. The 6 runs were then concatenated into 24.6 minutes of fMRI data. For subjects with more than 6 runs (4 subjects in total), the 6 runs with the lowest motion were included in analysis.

Intrinsic Connectivity Distribution Calculation {#s5}
-----------------------------------------------

Functional connectivity of each voxel as measured by ICD was calculated for each individual participant as described previously.^[@CIT0029]^ This voxel-based functional connectivity measure involves correlating the time-course for any voxel with the time-course of every other voxel in the gray matter. Traditionally, these correlations are summarized using a network theory metric, such as degree or strength. Such metrics can be calculated from the distribution of correlations for any voxel*x*. First, *f*(*x*, *r*) is defined as the distribution of the correlations (*r*) for the time-course at voxel *x* to the time-course at every other voxel in the brain and can be estimated by computing the histogram of these correlations. Degree, based on a binary graph, can be estimated as the integral of this distribution from any threshold *τ* to 1, ie, $\int\limits_{\tau}^{1}{f(x,r)dr}$. Strength can be estimated as the mean of this distribution or a distribution of transformed correlations, $\int\limits_{- 1}^{1}{w(r)f(x,r)dr}$, where $w(r)$is the correlation coefficients or the Fisher transform of the correlation coefficients. In contrast, ICD models the entire corresponding survival function, $s(x,r)$, of$f(x,r)$, where $s(x,r) = {\int\limits_{r}^{1}{f(x,u)du}}$. Each point on the survival function is simply degree, based on a binary graph, evaluated at that particular threshold, *τ*. The ICD approach parameterizes the change in a voxel's degree as the threshold defining whether voxels are connected (ie, correlation threshold) is increased. Previously,^[@CIT0029]^ we showed that it was sufficient to model this survival function as a stretched exponential decay with unknown variance parameter and shape parameter: $s(x,r,\alpha,\beta) = \exp( - {(\frac{r}{\alpha})}^{\beta})$, where *x*is the spatial location of a voxel, *r* is a correlation between 2 time-courses, *α* is the variance parameter, and *β* is the shape parameter. Modeling the survival function, $s(x,r)$, with a stretched exponential is equivalent to modeling the underlying distribution of correlation, $f(x,r)$, as a Weibull distribution. Thus, ICD models the distribution of correlations between a voxel and every other voxel in the brain, with *α* as the parameter of interest. No thresholds are needed to estimate the variance or model the distribution. This algorithm was performed for all voxels in the gray matter, resulting in a parametric image where the value of each voxel represents the alpha parameter obtained from model fitting.

Finally, each participant's map was normalized by subtracting the mean across all voxels and dividing by the standard deviation across all voxels. This normalization does not change the underlying connectivity pattern but ensures that all maps are equally scaled.^[@CIT0038]^

Cross-hemisphere ICD {#s6}
--------------------

To explore lateralization of connectivity, we used a newly developed measure, chICD.^[@CIT0024]^ Like ICD, chICD involves correlating the time-course for a voxel x with every other time-course in the gray matter and then summarizing these correlations. However, chICD separates the contribution of each hemisphere to the ICD providing a measure of the laterality of a voxel's connectivity ([Figure S1](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

Specifically, the time-course for a voxel was correlated with the time-course for every other voxel in the hemisphere ipsilateral to that voxel. ICD was used to model the distribution of these correlations. This procedure was performed for every voxel, resulting in a map representing each voxel's connectivity to the same hemisphere, labeled ICD(*ipsi*). Similarly, a map representing a voxel's connectivity to the contralateral hemisphere was calculated, labeled ICD(*contra*). Both maps were normalized. Finally, to detect patterns of between hemisphere connectivity, the ICD(*ipsi*) and ICD(*contra*) maps were subtracted creating our chICD metric: chICD = ICD(*ipsi*) − ICD(*contra*).

For single group of chICD maps, a positive chICD value indicates that connectivity is relatively more lateralized to the ipsilateral hemisphere. A negative chICD value indicates that connectivity is relatively more lateralized to the contralateral hemisphere.

Common Space Registration {#s7}
-------------------------

Single individual results were warped into MNI space using a series of linear and non-linear transformations. The functional data were linearly registered to the 2D anatomical images. The 2D anatomical image was linearly registered to the 3D MPRAGE image. The 3D MPRAGE images were non-linearly registered to an evolving group average template in an iterative fashion. This algorithm iterates between estimating a local transformation to align individual brains to a group average template and creating a new group average template based on the previous transformations.^[@CIT0039]^ All transformation pairs were calculated independently and combined into a single transform warping the single participant results into common space. This single transformation allows individual's results to be transformed to common space with only 1 transformation, reducing interpolation error.

Statistical Analysis {#s8}
--------------------

Connectivity maps were analyzed using voxel-wise, 2-sample *t* test for pairwise contrast. As the ICD (and chICD) parameters are found via regression analysis, we justify the use of parametric testing because the errors from the regression analysis are likely normally distributed and independent, given the reasonably large sample size used to estimate these parameters.^[@CIT0040]^ To control for task data, button press group (ie, button press or non-button press) was added as a covariate for all between group comparisons. Auditory Hallucination Rating Scale (AHRS)^[@CIT0041]^ was included as a regressor for a whole-brain analysis to examine the association between connectivity and hallucination severity. Anatomical locations were localized using the Yale Brodmann Area (BA) Atlas. Imaging results are shown at a cluster-level threshold of *P* \< .05 family-wise error correction as determined by AFNI's 3dClustSim (version 16.3.05, which fixed the 3dClustSim "bug"). Monte Carlo simulations were performed using an estimate of smoothness from the data, cluster-generating threshold of *P* \< .01, 10000 iterations, and a gray matter mask.

Results {#s9}
=======

Participants {#s10}
------------

The 3 groups did not differ in terms of age, gender, ethnicity, education, handedness, and estimated verbal intelligence ([tables S1 and S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Participants were scanned under resting-state conditions (*n* = 41) or during a sparse button press task (*n* = 25; see [Supplemental Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for full details). Participants scanned at rest were not asked about AVH experiences. All participants were part of a previous study^[@CIT0015]^ and 14 of the button press participants (*n* = 7 for AVH+, *n* = 7 for AVH−) were also part of another study.^[@CIT0042]^

ICD and chICD Differences in AVHs+ {#s11}
----------------------------------

Between group differences in ICD and chICD were examined to compare AVHs+, AVHs−, and HCs. Compared with AVHs−, AVHs+ showed significantly reduced connectivity in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) ([figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with HCs, AVHs+ exhibited significantly greater connectivity in the parahippocampus and reduced connectivity in the thalamus ([figure 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

![ICD differences in patients with AVHs. Pairwise comparisons of AVHs+ to (**A**) AVHs− and (**B**) HCs suggest that the 2 patient groups differed in mPFC and PCC connectivity, and that AVHs+ differed from HCs in the thalamus and right parahippocampus. ICD, intrinsic connectivity distribution; AVH, auditory verbal hallucination; HC, healthy control; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex.](sby03901){#F1}

For chICD, compared with AVHs−, AVHs+ showed significantly increased lateralization in left BA44 (inferior frontal gyrus or IFG) and in left BA19 and reduced lateralization of connectivity in the left putamen ([figure 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Compared with HCs, AVHs+ exhibited significantly greater lateralization in the right thalamus and in the left motor cortex and reduced lateralization in the right motor cortex ([figure 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![chICD differences in patients with AVHs. Pairwise comparison of AVHs+ to (**A**) AVHs− and (**B**) HCs suggest that the 2 patient groups differed in left IFG, left putamen, and left BA19 connectivity and that AVHs+ differed from HCs in the thalamus and bilateral motor regions. All results shown at *P* \< .05 corrected and in radiologic convention. chICD, cross-hemisphere intrinsic connectivity distribution; AVH, auditory verbal hallucination; HC, healthy control; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus.](sby03902){#F2}

The ICD and chICD differences between AVHs+ and AVHs− remained significant when controlling for antipsychotic medication and diseases severity ([figures S3 and S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Additional control of button press data is presented in [figure S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Correlation With AHRS {#s12}
---------------------

For AVHs+, significant correlations between AHRS and ICD were detected in the PCC, the right auditory cortex, and the right TPJ (BA40) as shown in [figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. Greater connectivity in the right auditory cortex and reduced connectivity in the PCC and in the right TPJ were associated with worse AVH symptoms. Additionally, a significant correlation (*P* \< .05, corrected) between the AHRS and chICD was detected in left BA47 (IFG) such that reduced lateralization of connectivity was associated with worse AVH symptoms ([figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). AHRS was not correlated with antipsychotic medication, (*r* = 0.23; *P* = .24).

![Correlation with AHRS. **A.** For ICD, 3 regions (PCC, right auditory cortex, and right TPJ) were significantly (*P* \< .05, corrected) correlated with AHRS. **B.** For chICD, left BA47 was significantly (*P* \< .05 corrected) correlated with AHRS. Reduced connectivity or lateralization was associated with worse AVHs symptoms (higher AHRS) for the PCC, right TPJ, and left BA47. In contrast, increased connectivity in the right auditory cortex was associated with worse AVH symptoms (higher AHRS). All results shown at *P* \< .05 corrected and in radiologic convention. AHRS, Auditory Hallucination Rating Scale; ICD, intrinsic connectivity distribution; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; TPJ, temporoparietal junction; AVH, auditory verbal hallucination.](sby03903){#F3}

Post Hoc Seed Analysis Comparing AVHs+ and AVHs− {#s13}
------------------------------------------------

We performed post hoc seed connectivity analysis using mPFC, PCC, left BA44, left putamen, and left BA19 seeds derived from the AVHs+/AVHs− analysis ([figures 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and 2; see [Supplemental Methods](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For the mPFC, AVHs+ demonstrated significantly greater connectivity in the left putamen, the ACC/SMA, and left BA40 and reduced connectivity in the PCC and the mPFC/OFC ([figure 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For the PCC, AVHs+ demonstrated significantly greater connectivity in the left IFG/insula, the ACC/SMA, and left BA40 and reduced connectivity in the PFC ([figure 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For the left putamen, AVHs+ demonstrated significantly greater connectivity in mPFC, bilateral PFC, and in the left TPJ (BA21, BA39) and reduced connectivity in bilateral visual cortex and in right BA7 ([figure 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For the left BA44, AVHs+ demonstrated significantly greater connectivity in mPFC, in bilateral PFC, in the left TPJ, and in the PCC and reduced connectivity in bilateral sensory-motor areas, in the right insula, in bilateral auditory cortex, and in bilateral fusiform ([figure 4D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). For left BA19, AVHs+ demonstrated significantly reduced connectivity in right temporal lobe and left parahippocampus ([figure 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). Exploratory comparisons of AVHs+/AVHs− and HCs are shown in [figures S9 and S10](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

![Post hoc seed analysis comparing AVHs+ and AVHs−. Derived from our main group analysis, we performed post hoc seed connectivity analysis using the mPFC, the PCC, the left putamen, the left IFG, and left BA19 as seeds. **A.** Using the mPFC seed, AVHs+ demonstrated increased connectivity to the putamen and IFG, but decreased connectivity to the inferior mPFC. **B.** Using the PCC seed, AVHs+ demonstrated increased connectivity to the IFG, but decreased connectivity to PFC. **C.** Using the putamen seed, AVHs+ exhibited increased connectivity to the mPFC. **D.** Using the BA44 seed, AVHs+ exhibited increased connectivity to the mPFC. **E.** Using the BA19 seed, AVHs+ exhibited decreased connectivity to right temporal lobe and left parahippocampus. Together, these suggest that the interplays between these regions (mPFC, PCC, putamen, IFG) are important components for generating AVHs. Seed regions are shown in light blue on the left most column. All results shown at *P* \< .05 corrected and in radiologic convention. AVH, auditory verbal hallucination; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex; IFG, inferior frontal gyrus; PFC, medial prefrontal cortex.](sby03904){#F4}

Establishing a Potential AVH Network {#s14}
------------------------------------

To establish a potential AVH network, we computed the overlap of all significant AVHs+/AVH− group differences (ICD, chICD, and seed) and significant correlations with AHRS. While the seed results are not independent of the ICD/chICD results, they are important to consider in establishing a potential AVH network. These results provide the needed evidence that regions exhibiting ICD/chICD differences do in fact interact with each other in a manner associated with AVH. As shown in [figures 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"} and [S7](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [table S3](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, these 25 nodes suggest a potential AVH network, with the greatest overlap in left hemisphere language regions and medial regions of the DMN. To further quantify which large-scale systems are involved in the potential AVH network, we used 8 large-scale brain networks as defined in Finn et al^[@CIT0043]^ ([figure S8](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). As expected, greater than 36% of the AVH network was located in the anterior or posterior DMN. Additionally, 25% of the AVH network was located in the sensorimotor network, which includes auditory cortex and temporal lobe language regions. No other network made up greater than 15% of the AVH network (see [table S4](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for full details).

![Establishing a potential AVH network. **A.** To establish a potential AVH network, we computed the overlap of all significant AVHs+/AVH− group differences (ICD, chICD, and seed) and significant correlation with AHRS. This overlap suggests a potential AVH network, with main hubs (overlap ≥ 2) in left hemisphere language regions (Broca's and Wernicke's area) and medial regions of the DMN (mPFC and PCC). Not visualized in the surface render is the left putamen, another potential hub. **B.** Visualization of the connections in the AVHs network for that are different between AVHs+ and AVH− groups. Only connections with a difference greater than *r* = 0.25 are shown for visualization. Size of the spheres is proportional to the number of connections (or degree) for that node. Red lines indicate increased connectivity for AVHs+ and blue lines indicate decreased connectivity for AVHs−. AVH, auditory verbal hallucination; ICD, intrinsic connectivity distribution; chICD, cross-hemisphere ICD; AHRS, Auditory Hallucination Rating Scale; DMN, default mode network; mPFC, medial prefrontal cortex; PCC, posterior cingulate cortex.](sby03905){#F5}

Discussion {#s15}
==========

Using recently developed voxel-wise connectivity methods, we identified patterns of cortical and subcortical connectivity that differed in patients with AVHs compared with patients without AVHs and HCs. Patients with AVHs compared with patients without AVHs exhibited decreased whole-brain connectivity in the mPFC and PCC, reduced lateralization in left putamen, and increased lateralization in left BA44 and left BA19. Correlations with AHRS and post hoc seed connectivity analysis emphasized altered connectivity in the DMN and language processing networks and suggested a potential AVH network.

The DMN, Putamen, and Language Processing Regions Form a Potential Hallucination Network {#s16}
========================================================================================

Our data-driven results highlight the mPFC, PCC, IFG, and putamen as key nodes that differed between patients with and without AVHs. Reduced whole-brain mPFC and PCC connectivity was associated with decreased connectivity within the DMN. This weakening of within-DMN connections is consistent with data from ICA and component-of-interest studies of connectivity in AVHs.^[@CIT0019],[@CIT0022],[@CIT0044]^ Increased BA44 lateralization was associated with increased connectivity to left hemisphere/midline regions and reduced connectivity to right hemisphere auditory cortex. Several studies have investigated IFG connectivity in patients with AVHs, producing a complex range of results, including increased and decreased connectivity.^[@CIT0016]^ This complexity is mirrored in our seed connectivity results, where several nodes and networks exhibited altered connectivity. The observed reduced lateralization of connectivity in the left putamen was likely associated not with a reduction in connectivity, but by an increase in connectivity to the contralateral medial and lateral PFC. A previous study has reported increased connectivity within the putamen between patients with AVHs compared with healthy controls using ICA,^[@CIT0045]^ consistent with our results. Additionally, putamen results are consistent with our previous seed connectivity study using the current participants.^[@CIT0015]^ Overall, our data-driven regions represent plausible nodes in a potential AVH network.

Results obtained using these regions (mPFC, PCC, IFG, putamen) as seeds indicate the complex nature of the potential AVH network, as we observed consistent interactions between the different seeds. Our results indicate an increase in connectivity between language processing regions, the putamen, and the DMN with an accompanying decrease in connectivity between DMN nodes. These results are broadly consistent with the majority of functional connectivity studies and a recent meta-analysis of AVH^[@CIT0013],[@CIT0046]^ and suggest an AVH network. This network is similar to the "resting-state hypothesis" network,^[@CIT0047]^ where increased DMN activity influences auditory and language connectivity and leads to AVHs. However, our results suggest an overall reduced integrity or connectivity between nodes in the DMN consistent with other work.^[@CIT0019],[@CIT0022],[@CIT0044]^ Reduced connectivity within the DMN is not necessarily in conflict with previously reported increased activity in certain DMN nodes. Unconstrained increases in activity may be less synchronized across regions leading to a reduction of connectivity within the DMN. In addition, the complexity of the derived network ([figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) may provide an explanation for the relative treatment-resistance of this symptom.^[@CIT0048]^ The numerous cortical and subcortical components may prevent network-wide functional shifts when only a few components are perturbed by standard treatments.

With the exception of the PCC, significant correlations between the AHRS and voxel-wise connectivity were observed in regions distinct from those detected in group comparisons. Nevertheless, these regions were located in the 2 main networks (language processing and DMN) consistent with the findings from group comparisons, underscoring the role of these nodes in forming a putative hallucination network. Decreased whole-brain connectivity in both the PCC and right TPJ was associated with increased AHRS (worse AVH symptoms), consistent with the weakening of the DMN presented here and elsewhere.^[@CIT0019],[@CIT0022],[@CIT0044]^ Similarly, decreased lateralization in left BA47 was associated with increased AHRS, which could be associated with either a decrease in connectivity to left hemisphere regions or an increase in connectivity to right hemisphere regions. Finally, increased global connectivity in right auditory cortex was associated with increased AHRS, consistent with models of AVHs.^[@CIT0047],[@CIT0049],[@CIT0050]^ Considering the observed distinction between regions associated with group differences and regions associated with symptoms reported here, the clinical relevance of these findings remains to be determined.

Methodological Considerations {#s17}
-----------------------------

We used 2, data-driven, voxel-wise methods to investigate AVHs in patients with schizophrenia. In contrast, the majority of studies on AVHs have focused on seed connectivity or ICA,^[@CIT0013]^ which requires a priori knowledge to select either regions or components of interest. The need for this a priori knowledge limits the ability of these approaches to identify altered connectivity beyond the prevailing hypothesis. As such, voxel-wise connectivity methods offer complementary information,^[@CIT0024],[@CIT0027]^ which can be used not only to confirm previous hypotheses, but also to generate new empirical data for theoretical methods.

These 2 methods measure different and unique aspects of brain organization. ICD reflects global, whole-brain connectivity, whereas chICD reveals hemispheric lateralization of connectivity. As shown here and elsewhere,^[@CIT0024],[@CIT0051],[@CIT0052]^ these 2 approaches offer complementary information regarding the functional organization of the brain and disruptions in this organization in clinical populations. While we used global signal regression in this study to help reduce motion and noise artifacts,^[@CIT0037],[@CIT0053]^ we have shown in several papers that ICD and chICD are not sensitive to GSR.^[@CIT0054],[@CIT0055]^

Lastly, in contrast to the \~5 minutes of connectivity data traditionally acquired in other studies,^[@CIT0056],[@CIT0057]^ we acquired 24.6 minutes of data on all participants. There is a growing consensus that functional connectivity is highly dynamic,^[@CIT0058]^ and that a greater amount a data per subject is needed to fully capture this complexity.^[@CIT0043],[@CIT0059]^ The greater amount of data per subject in this study may lead to more robust and reliable group differences.^[@CIT0054]^

Limitations {#s18}
-----------

AVHs can be symptoms of disorders other than schizophrenia. However, we did not have a non-schizophrenia AVH group to determine if these connectivity differences are general to AVHs or specific to AVHs in schizophrenia. It is noteworthy that effects of antipsychotic medication were not found in our potential AVHs network using correlational methods ([figure S2](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}); however, medication effects may not scale linearly. Scan data for a portion of the subjects were not fully resting state, and, in some cases, included an occasional button press for the subject to indicate when they were experiencing a hallucination (for AVHs+) and random button presses (for AVHs− and HCs). The frequency of button presses across groups was not significantly different^[@CIT0042]^ and further analyses suggested that this did not drive our results ([figures S5](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#sup1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Data from this study were from a previously published study,^[@CIT0015]^ which used a priori seeds in language regions (Brocca's and Wernicke's areas). This study reported a corticostriatal loop consisting of the left IFG, bilateral Wernicke's areas, and bilateral putamen circuit underlying AVHs, similar to the chICD differences between AVHs+ and AVHs−. By using data-driven methods, we have extended this 5-node model to a 25-node model including several novel nodes in the DMN. While we performed several steps to minimize motion confounds, differences in motion between the patients and HCs approached significance. While resting-state fMRI is a powerful tool to map the functional organization of the brain, inherent limitations exist. If resting state is conceptualized as a task state, different groups may have differences in "performing" rest.^[@CIT0062]^ For example, experiencing AVHs during rest may create a state difference between AVHs+ and AVHs−/HCs that is not accounted for in traditional resting-state analyses. As we did not sample participants' experience with post-scan interviews, we cannot control for such possible state differences. Lastly, it is unlikely that the identified regions represent the only nodes in an AVH network. Indeed, nodes hypothesized to be important for generating AVHs, such as limbic nodes,^[@CIT0063]^ were not highlighted by our methods.

Conclusions {#s19}
===========

We identified a network of altered cortical and subcortical connectivity associated with AVHs. Future work should continue to explore networks responsible for AVHs and develop interventions that target these networks as a whole, instead of individual nodes.
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